W

hat began over 30 years ago as a principled mission to bring together the most committed community-based
healthcare providers working cooperatively in pursuit of patient safety, provider protection and clinician
advocacy has grown to become CMIC Purchasing Group. Our expansive collective of clinics is guided by
a Board of Directors with extensive experience, credentials and deeply-held convictions around the power of quality,
comprehensive health care for all members of the community.
In cooperation with NORCAL Group, a medical professional liability carrier with its own 40+ year legacy, we strive to
provide specialized liability coverage and care for clinicians that educates, engages and protects. In cooperation with
CMIC Purchasing Group, NORCAL Insurance Company provides a powerful policy offering, a collection of clinicfocused risk management expertise, in-person consultation and print/digital resources, and a supportive and highly
experienced claims team that understands the evolving dynamics of providing quality community healthcare.
CMIC Purchasing Group extends our shared commitment to protect your clinic’s mission, reputation and ability to care
for your communities through every stage of life. We look forward to hearing from you.

Serving Clinics throughout California
and New Mexico since 1987

Protecting ~200 Clinics with customcrafted medical liability coverage

Clinic-specific features include
optional FTCA Gap Coverage

CLINIC CLAIMS PROTECTION HIGHLIGHTS
 Providing the individualized claim services that best meet your needs
 Defending good medicine and your good reputation
 Working with you to develop a strong defense in support of your care and treatment, the cost of which does not
erode the policy limits available to protect you*
 Retaining seasoned medical malpractice defense attorneys to represent you and utilizing medical experts who
practice in the same specialty as you
 Supporting your right to proceed to trial by requiring your written consent to settle a case†
 Standing shoulder-to-shoulder with you throughout the entire process
*For claims under the Information and Network Security Insurance endorsement, defense costs are included within the limits of its coverage. | †Subject to state law and policy terms.

RESOURCES AVAILABLE FOR CLINICS
NORCAL Group’s industry-leading risk management services include educational support, robust resources, and
personalized consultation provided by experts in patient safety, ambulatory and hospital risk management, and
administrative healthcare. Clinic insureds can enjoy full access to these features and many more at no additional cost.
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In-depth CME articles with case studies offering clinical and administrative perspectives,
strategies, and recommendations for safer practice as well as AMA PRA Category 1
CreditTM. Available through the MyNORCAL® CME App for iOS & Android
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CME WEBINARS & LIVE EVENTS
A variety of timely, topical risk management and patient safety subjects,
frequently with the opportunity for CME credit.
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DIGITAL CONTENT LIBRARY
A thoughtfully curated collection of original white papers,
case studies, best practices, sample forms and more.
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YOUR DEDICATED CONTACT
SARAH LOGUE

Assistant Vice President, Miscellaneous Medical
ProAssurance Companies
sarahlogue@proassurance.com
703.652.1347

Members insured by NORCAL Insurance Company

NORCAL Group, now part of ProAssurance, includes NORCAL Insurance Company and its affiliated insurance companies.
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